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• $350 billion investment over the last decade 

• Almost two-thirds of our primary energy demand

• Supports > 80,000 jobs

• Half of gas is used for mining and manufacturing 

• Gas essential to create everyday products – fertilisers, plastics, chemicals

• World’s largest LNG exporter – export value of $48 billion 19/20

Oil and gas contribution
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Gas-fired recovery
“A gas-fired recovery will help Australia’s economy bounce 

back better and stronger while supporting our growing 

renewable capacity and delivering the reliable and 

affordable energy Australians deserve.” The Hon. Angus 

Taylor Minister for Energy and Emissions Reduction
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• COVID-19 triple whammy

– Demand destruction and excess supply.

– Reduced investment appetite for exploration

– Scarce capital

• Policy instability, regulatory complexity

➢ Australia less competitive for investment.

The challenges are significant



Actions to encourage investment

• Improve fiscal settings esp. investment allowances

• Streamline green and red tape 

• Support exploration and development

• Promote open and competitive markets

o ACCC, AEMO – domestic market well supplied

o LNG exports support domestic market supply

o ADGSM, HoA, Gas Reservation

o More investment is the solution to supply



The opportunity is great
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Source: SA Department for Energy and Mining

• Globally significant untapped resources

• ~280,000PJ - enough to last 106 years

• Governments taking steps to support 
exploration investment

o Lifting of moratoriums in Victoria

o Narrabri planning approval

o Federal Government Strategic Basins Plan

o Beetaloo, North Bowen, Galilee
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• Since 2010, coal-to-gas switching has saved around 
500 Mt of CO2-e.

• Potential to reduce up to 1.2 Gt of CO2-e emissions by 
switching from coal to existing gas-fired plants.

• Partner for renewables uptake

• Technology – CCS and hydrogen – reducing emissions 
further

Reducing global emissions

“The Gorgon Carbon Dioxide Injection Project will capture 

approx. 100 million tonnes CO2 over life of project.”



Why does the gas debate rage?

• Green & activist groups unconstrained by truth 

Have a stated aim to end fossil fuel use

Grossly exaggerated claims of environmental 

“contamination” – where no harm has occurred 

Claims that communities oppose the gas industry ignore co-

existence with thousands of farmers and fishers

Anti-gas candidates repeatedly fail to win seats in local, state 

and Federal elections

• Potential cost of activism – a slower path to recovery and 

lower emissions
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Community support outweighs opposition 3:1

• 16% community opposition is lowest 
level since polling started in 2018. 

• Compared to 47% support for gas 
sector

• 75% Australians agree there is a role 
for gas
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Telling the facts
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Sharing our story



Getting on with the job
• Right now our members are on the ground getting 

on with the job. 

• The sector stands ready to support a gas-fired 
recovery

• The right investment settings will help power 
Australia back to growth



Thank you

www.appea.com.au
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